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subject to $\overline{A}x\leq\overline{b},$ $x\geq 0$
$\overline{A}=,$ $\overline{b}=,$ $\overline{c}=$
$\overline{a}ij,\overline{b}i,\overline{c}j(i=1,2, \ldots, m,\cdot j=1,2, \ldots, n).\text{ ^{ } _{ } }$
$\overline{c}_{j}$ .
. Negoita at $\mathrm{e}1$ . $[4]$ $\sqrt[\backslash ]{}\backslash \backslash ^{\backslash }$





maximize $\langle[\overline{c}]^{\beta},$ $X \rangle_{I}\equiv\{\langle c, x\rangle|c\in\prod_{j=1}^{n}[\overline{c}_{j}]^{\beta}\}$
subject to $x\in X(\alpha)$
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$\langle_{\mathrm{C},X}\rangle=\Sigma^{n}j=1cjXj\text{ }$
$[\overline{c}_{j}]^{\beta}$ . $\overline{c}_{j}$ $\beta-$
$X(\alpha)=\{x\geq 0|\mathrm{P}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{s}(\overline{A}x\leq\overline{b})\geq\alpha\}$ .
$\mathrm{P}_{1}(\alpha, \beta)$ $\mathrm{P}_{1}(\alpha, \beta)$
1([3]) $\mathrm{P}_{1}(\alpha, \beta)$ $x^{*}$ $[\overline{c}]^{\beta}$ $\mathrm{P}_{1}(\alpha, \beta)$
$x^{*}$
1 $\mathrm{P}_{1}(\alpha, \beta)$ 2 $c_{1},$ $c_{2}\in[\overline{c}]^{\beta}$
$\langle[\overline{c}]^{\beta}, X(\alpha)\rangle=$ [inf $\langle c_{1},$ $X(\alpha)\rangle,$ $\sup\langle_{C_{2},x}(\alpha)\rangle$ ]




4 $(\equiv c_{1}),$ $d_{U}^{\mathit{3}}(\equiv C_{2})$ 2
maximize $\langle_{C_{L}^{\theta}}, X\rangle$ ,
$(\mathrm{P}_{2}(\alpha, \beta))$ maximize $\langle \mathrm{c}_{U}^{\beta}, X\rangle$ ,
subject to $x\in X(\alpha)$
–
2P2 $(\alpha, \beta)$ Pareto
–
maximize $\langle\lambda c_{L}^{\beta}+(1-\lambda)d^{\mathit{3}}x\rangle U$”
$(\mathrm{P}_{3}^{\lambda}(\alpha, \beta))$
subject to $x\in X(\alpha)$
$\lambda\in[0,1]$





2 $\mathrm{P}_{3}^{\lambda}(\alpha, \beta)$ $\lambda$
$’\iota$ maximize $\langle c_{L}^{\theta}, x\rangle$ , ..
$(^{\mathrm{p}\mathrm{L}\mathrm{p}_{L}}-(\alpha, \beta))$
subject to $x\in X(\alpha)$ , ..$\cdot$ . ;.
maximize , $\langle l_{U}, x\rangle$ ,
$(^{\mathrm{p}\mathrm{L}\mathrm{p}_{U}}-(\alpha, \beta))$
subject to $x\in X(\alpha)$
–
FLP $\alpha$- $\beta-$
$\mathrm{p}\mathrm{L}\mathrm{P}_{L}-(\alpha, \beta)$ $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{L}\mathrm{P}_{U}-(\alpha, \beta)$ –
([2]) $\alpha$- $\lambda$ $\mathrm{P}_{3}^{\lambda}(\alpha, \beta)$
$[0,1]$
Zadeh
FLP Zadeh $\mathrm{P}_{1}(\alpha, \beta)$
$\beta-$ $\mathrm{P}_{1}(\alpha, \beta)$
$\mathrm{P}_{1}(\alpha, \beta)$ $\mathrm{P}_{2}$ $(\alpha, \beta)$ $x^{*}$
’
$[\langle_{C_{L}^{\theta*}}, x\rangle,$ $\langle c_{U}^{\theta}, x^{*}\rangle]$ $\beta-$
2 $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{L}\mathrm{P}_{L}-(\alpha, \beta),$ $\mathrm{P}\mathrm{L}\mathrm{P}_{u^{-}}(\alpha, \beta)$ –
4
P2 $(\alpha, \beta)$ Dubois and Prade [1]
\alpha -
3 ([1]) $\overline{a},$ $\overline{b}$
Poe $(\overline{a}\leq\overline{b})\geq\alpha$ if and only if $a_{L}^{\mathrm{Q}}\leq b_{U}^{\alpha}$ , Nes $(\overline{a}\leq\overline{b})\leq\alpha$ if and only if $a_{L}^{\alpha}\geq b_{L}^{1-a}$
$X(\alpha)$ P2 $(\alpha, \beta)$
maxlmize $z_{O}$ ,
maximize $z_{p}$ ,
subject to Pos $(\langle\overline{c}, x\rangle_{F}\geq z_{o})\geq\beta$ ,
$(\mathrm{P}_{4}(\alpha, \beta))$
Nes $(\langle\overline{c}, x\rangle F\leq z_{p})\leq\beta$ ,
Pos $(\angle\overline{4}x\leq\overline{b})\geq\alpha$,
$x\geq 0$
3 PLP-I $\alpha\in[0,1]$ $\mathrm{P}_{4}(\alpha, \beta)$






$\alpha$- $\overline{Z}(\alpha)$ $\beta-$ $[\overline{Z}(\alpha)]^{\beta}$ (optimistic) $z_{o}^{*}$
(pessimistic) $z_{p}^{*}$
$\alpha$- P4 $(\alpha, \beta)$ [6]
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